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Sandstones are an excellent
paving material formed millions

of years ago from small size
coloured grains of sand and

quartz which are bound together
with natural cements such as

silica, and then compressed over
time into the hard stone paving

that we see today.
These 4 colours have a riven
surface which is a tradtional
surface for paving, giving it a

classic look.
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Fellside (Raj Green)
 

A beautiful top grade and
extremely popular Indian
Stone. Each paving stone

is unique with differing
riven profiles and tonal
variations of greys and

light browns.



Rustique (Sunset Buff)
 

This is our most popular
natural stone paving with
tonal variations of warm

buffs and greys with
brown hues bringing

subtle colouring and style
to your garden.
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Silver Grey (Kandla Grey)
 

A beautiful top grade
natural sandstone paving

when only the best will
do. Each paving slab is

unique with tonal
variations of greys and

silver, with differing riven
profiles. 6



Rosemount (Modak)
 

A beautiful top grade
natural stone paving, each
paving slab is unique with
tonal variations of warm

reds, oranges and buffs on
a differing riven profile.
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Rainbow Sawn & Honed
9

Pure Mint White Sawn & Honed
10

Sawn & Honed Indian
Sandstone Paving

 
Diamond Sawn

straight edges with a
honed finish provide a

smooth and flat
surface creating a
contemporary look

which is suitable for
any surrounding. A

honed finish is
achieved by polishing
& sanding the surface

using abrasives.

Buff Sawn & Honed
11



Rainbow Sawn & Honed
 

Rainbow is a premium grade
paving that brings the warmth
and charm of quality natural

stone into your garden.
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Pure Mint White Sawn & Honed
 

Mint has a smooth matt
appearance with some surface
quartzite that sparkles in the
sunshine, with light pastel

shades and subtle veining, which
provides a tasteful, refined and

elegant backdrop to any garden. 



Buff Sawn & Honed
 

Buff Sawn & Honed (Raj
smooth blend) has diamond

sawn edges, and a honed
surface, with light tones of

greys, light browns and buffs.
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Vitrified Porcelain Paving
 

Porcelain paving is
manufactured with special
clays that are kiln fired to a

temperature of 1400
degrees, and then ground

and polished to ensure that
each tile has sharp, perfect

edges. It is an extremely
high performance solution
to hard paving areas as it
remains unchanged over

time and is resistant to sun,
frost and is non slip (R11

standard)
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Argento
 

Porcelain Paving is virtually
indistinguishable from natural
stone, hammerstone grey in

colour, and a texture and feel that
one would expect from such a top
quality product. It is non-slip (R11)

and frost and UV resistant.
13



Nero
 

Porcelain Paving is virtually
indistinguishable from natural
stone, midnight blue in colour,
and a texture and feel that one
would expect from such a top
quality product. It is non-slip

(R11) and frost and UV
resistant.
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Lime
 

Porcelain Paving is virtually
indistinguishable from natural

stone, buff in colour, and a
texture and feel that one would
expect from such a top quality
product. It is non-slip (R11) and

frost and UV resistant.
15



Bianca
 

Porcelain Paving is virtually
indistinguishable from natural

stone, ivory cream in colour, and
a texture and feel that one would
expect from such a top quality
product. It is non-slip (R11) and

frost and UV resistant. 16



Quartz 
 

Porcelain Paving Quartz is
virtually indistinguishable from
natural stone, charcoal black in

colour, and a texture and feel that
one would expect from such a

top quality product. It is non-slip
(R11) and frost and UV resistant.
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Rainbow
 

Porcelain Paving Rainbow is a great
alternative to the original natural

product, the original product being
a sandstone is highly susceptible to

staining and damage. This
porcelain alternative has exactly the
same look,  without any worries of
damage fading and staining over
time, a low maintenance product

with that natural look. 18



Oak
 

Porcelain Paving Oak is virtually
indistinguishable from natural wood,

with the colour, texture and feel of
real walnut wood. This exceptionally

high quality porcelain is made in
Italy, fired at 1400 ºC, then rectified
with a size of 120cm long giving a

more authentic look of timber
planking than some shorter

versions,  and is the best quality
available in the world today. 19



Limestone Paving
 

Limestone is a natural
stone that looks beautiful

and gives an authentic look.
It also creates a durable,

hardwearing and long
lasting surface. This makes

it great for outdoor use.
Limestone paving dries
quickly when wet and
always remains slip

resistant with its natural
textured riven surface.

20

Quartzina Limestone
Paving 21

Kota Blue Limestone
Paving 22
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Quartzina Limestone Paving
 

A beautiful top grade natural
limestone paving when only the
best will do. Each paving stone

is unique with small tonal
variations and a differing
surface profile of black

limestone.
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Kota Blue Limestone
 

A beautiful top grade natural
limestone paving slab when
only the best will do. Each

paving slab is unique with small
tonal variations and a differing

surface profile of steel blue
limestone.



Granite Paving
 

Granites are formed from
the slow crystallization of
magma below the earth's

surface. Granite is
composed mainly of quartz

and feldspar with minor
amounts of mica, and other
minerals.and is one of the

hardest paving materials on
the market today.

We have 2 types of granite
paving both in a flamed

course finish

23

Granite Paving
Ruby Red 24

Azul Granite
Paving 25



Granite Paving Ruby Red
 

New for 2020, A beautiful
contemporary style of

paving, Ruby red speckled
granite is a premium grade

paving that is both stunning
aesthetically and yet one of the
hardest wearing stones on the

market today. 24
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Granite Paving Azul
 

A beautiful sleek contemporary
style of paving, Azul quartz
granite is a premium grade

paving that is both stunning
aesthetically and yet one of the
hardest wearing stones on the
market today. Graphite Grey in

colour with small specks of
quartz that sparkle in the

sunshine.
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Concrete Paving
 

All Concrete paving is made at
AC Paving, concrete goes into a

big pan mixer, with an added
colour dye and filled into plastic

replicated moulds.
Producing a much more cost
effective option to the likes of
traditional authentic quarried

Yorkstone, or the Scarborough
Mills Paving replicated from the

historic 19th Century
"Scarborough Mills" wool mill in

Halifax. Many other Options
include Decking, and a red rustic

brick. see below:



 Yorkstone Paving
 

 Each pattern has the traditional
Riven face and irregular sides,

reminiscent of authentic
quarried Yorkstone and buff in

colour. Selected for its
individual character. 
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Old Weathered Paving
 

 Each pattern has the traditional
riven face and irregular sides,

reminiscent of authentic quarried
yorkstone, dark grey in colour

with hints of buff give a real
existance to its contempory look.

 Selected for its individual
character. 

28
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Antique Brown Paving
 

 Each pattern has a traditional
riven face and irregular sides,

reminiscent of authentic
quarried Yorkstone. Autumn

brown in colour with shades of
dark grey helps this paving

blend into any natural
enviroment. Selected for its

individual character. 
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Scarborough Mills Graphite
 

This top of the range flagstone
has been carefully replicated

from original reclaimed paving
slabs. From the historic 19th
Century "Scarborough Mills"
wool mill in Halifax this stone

has a worn smooth finish,
graphite grey in colour and a

authentic reclaimed look.



Scarborough Mills Solstice
 

This top of the range flagstone has
been carefully replicated from

original reclaimed paving slabs.
From the historic 19th century

"Scarborough Mills" wool mill in
Halifax this stone has a worn

smooth finish, buff in colour and a
authentic reclaimed look.

31
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Rustic Brick Paving
 

An "Old Brick" look paving slab, Replicating old
handmade bricks. Burnt red brick with hints of 

 dark grey in colour.
Available in one size 450mm x 450mm.
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Decking Paving Slabs 
 

450x450mm square, available as
 diagonally lined or straight lined.
Realistic woodgrain finish which

gives a good non slip surface and
weathers very well. 

A hassle free alternative to wooden
decking, buff in colour.
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Budget Paving Slabs
 

 Grey basic paving
slabs, suitable for shed
bases, utility areas etc

600mm x 600mm x
40mm.



Sandstone Setts
 

Natural Stone setts available in
riven handcut edge, and

diamond sawn smooth finish. 
Great for incorporating into

your existing patio, creating a
cobbled driveway or simply

adding a border to your garden. 
Sandstone setts are a

traditional yet modern method
of incorporating curves or a
cobbled edge to your patio.

available in several colours and
sizes.

35
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Fellside Setts
 

Cobble stone setts in sizes
100x100mm and 150x150mm

With a riven surface and handcut
edges, fellside setts really give a

traditional finish. 36
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Rustique Setts
 

Sawn edge setts available in
100x100mm giving a modern and

sleek look, with ease of laying.
Can be used as a border or

incorporated into your patio.
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Silver Granite Setts
 

Setts in sizes of 100x100mm. Silver
speckled granite is a premium grade

stone that is both stunning aesthetically
and yet one of the hardest wearing

stones on the market today.
All sides are machine cut smooth into

uniform sizes for ease of laying.
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Quartzina Setts
 

Quartzina Limestone setts are
available in 100x100 with sawn

edges. Can be used for borders or
incorporated into the patio, or

used as contrast with other types
of paving.
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Garden Features
 

Maybe those few extra
bits to compliment the

garden. Personalisation
is key, and here at AC

Paving we have a great
selection of those small
bits and pieces to make

your garden yours.

Rainbow Bullnose Step 41

Mint Bullnose Step 42

Rainbow Bench 44

Rainbow Sphere 43

Rockery Stones 45

(Other) 46
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Rainbow Bullnose Step
 

This stunning step is made from
natural stone in Rainbow colour,

diamond sawn and machined.
The result is a beautiful

contemporary bullnose step/edge
that can be used both indoors

and out. Rainbow bullnose is our
latest range, and the ultimate in

stylish design.
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Mint Bullnose Step
 

This stunning bullnose step is made
from natural stone in Mint colour,
diamond sawn and machined. The
result is a beautiful contemporary

bullnose step/edge that can be used
both indoors and out. Mint bullnose

is our latest range, and the ultimate in
stylish design.
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Rainbow Sphere 500mm
 

Beautiful Natural Stone Ball in
rainbow colours and drilled

through with 12mm hole.
Looks fantastic in any garden,
can be used as an ornament

or water fountain.
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Rainbow Natural Stone Bench
 

A Beautiful Natural Stone Bench in rainbow colour. A real show
finish, and still as practial for sitting on and enjoying in your garden.
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Rockery Stones
 

Available in Plum (1) & Green Slate (2), a Red Granite (3) &
Yorkstone (4). Perfect for using as a border or around a feature in

your garden.

1

2

3

4
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Monolith
900mm high

by 150x80mm
approximate.

Drilled through
the middle.

Grey or
Rainbow
colours.

Curved Bench
Beautiful Curved Bench, wood effect

in buff colour.

Bird Bath
Buff in colour, a nice feature to

encourage birds to visit your garden.

Sun Dial
with chrome

face.
Buff in colour, a
finishing touch

as a centre
piece for a

circle.
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Jointing
Compounds, Primers

& Sealers
 

Using only trusted
brands, with the best

reputations
supplying you with

the best cost
effective ways of

giving that
professional finish to

your patio.

48
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Porcelain Primer
 

The ProJoint™ Porcelain™
Primer is an ultra-high polymer

and fibre modified flexible
waterproofing primer with
excellent workability and

adhesion properties. Applied in
one coat for fast application

to promote adhesion and control
suction on difficult

substrates such as porcelain.
The powdered primer is

suppplied in two 10kg bags to
allow the bucket to act as the
ideal mixing vessel with the

simple addition of water.
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Porcelain Grout
 

Specially formulated for porcelain
paving, ProJoint™ Porcelain™
Grout has been developed for

joint widths of 2-20mm. Ideal for
both internal and external use,
the anti-mould technology with

added silicone ensures that water
is repelled from the surface of the
grout whilst still allowing vapour

to pass through.
The ProJoint™ Porcelain™ Grout
is supplied in a bag to allow the

branded bucket/tub to be used as
the ideal mixing vessel.  

Available in two Colours - buff &
Mid-grey.
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Sika FastFix All Weather
 

A self-setting paving jointing compound providing the ideal solution
to perfect pointing on paving, paths and patios. With a unique

formula containing Active Resin Technology for advanced durability,
it is ready to use with no mixing required, easy to apply in all weather

conditions; even in the rain and won’t shrink or crack over time.
Suitable for use on all joints from just 20mm deep, Sika FastFix can
be used for a range of applications including footpaths, stone setts,
cobbles and Indian sandstone paving slabs and once opened can be

stored in water and reused to reduce waste.
Simply brush into joints, available in 2 popular colours: Buff and

Grey.
Suitable for all wide joints 5mm + min 25mm deep.
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EverBuild Path & Patio Seal
 

Path & Patio Seal is a solvent
free acrylic coating used to

seal and protect patios, paths,
natural stone, concrete and

block paving from the effects
of sunlight, water, oil, petrol

and fungal/moss growth. The
milky solution dries to a clear
hard-wearing, water repellent
film giving a low sheen slip

resistant finish.
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Delivery Information
 

All deliveries within 60 miles
will be delivered with our

lorry, using hiab to offload
gives you  endless options
to get the goods where you

need them - over garden
fences etc.

Larger orders can also be
delivered nationwide using

our lorry with hiab if needed.
For smaller orders

nationwide, we use a
reputable courier using the
tail lift (pallet pump truck

method)

Hiab Offload 53

Pallet Pump Truck
Method 54
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Deliveries normally occur
between 7am and 4pm and are
normally within 5 working days

from payment of order, but often
less than this, dependent upon
the quantities ordered and the

delivery area. Your goods will be
placed within 4 metres from the

delivery vehicle. We are fully
insured to offload to kerbside. If
you require the lorry to go onto

private property, or lift over walls,
hedges etc, we will endeavour to

meet your wishes.
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Where the distance is more
than 60miles we use an

outside courier, who will use
the tail lift method. Please

ensure you are able to take
this type of delivery to

kerbside only. The area to be
offloaded onto must be flat

and large enough for a lorry.
Most national couriers have a
driver only policy, they often
will require your assistance

when offloading at your
property when using the tail

lift/pump truck method. Please
ensure an able bodied person

is available to help on the
delivery day.



AC Paving Co Ltd
 

Station Road, Ranskill, Retford,
DN22 8LW

 
01777 817901

 
sales@acpaving.co.uk

 
www.acpaving.co.uk


